**Recipe for a poet, one poet whipping cream, 2 poets eggs beaten stiff, dash of sugar, dash of nutmeg. Flavored to taste. (Commonly known as milk shake.)**

_Ancient Mariner._

Mr. Coleridge Slept on a Beauty Rest**

"Oh Sleep! it is a gentle thing,
Beloved from pole to pole!
To Mary Queen the praise be given!
She sent the gentle sleep from Heaven,
That slid into my soul."
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**Beauty Rest Mattresses are sold by**

**THE DOC & BILL FURNITURE CO.**

_Oklahoma City_

Business men realize that the members of a graduating class represent the fittest who have survived from the many who started in their class. Among the many who do not complete their college course the lack of money is the cause stated most often.

A trust fund for your son started with us now will enable him to complete his college education, and take his place among the fortunate ones who are prepared for business life.
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"You go to bed; you can't sleep yet;
You decide to count a couple of sheep yet;
Well, you count ten; you count twenty;
You count more, you count plenty.
You find more sheep than you expected,
But there isn't one that you've neglected.
You threw in lambs, you threw in rabbits;
You threw in goats with nervous habits.
Your head aches; your ears are humming—
And what thanks do you get? The sheep keep coming!"

YEAR IN YOU'RE OUT.